Voter Comments
Message:
We were so happy with mainly the beach theme front to the DJ stand and gobo light provided with our name projected onto the dance floor. it really added
to our beach themed wedding and gave a great atmosphere to the evening. The DJ was great and Lianna and her husband where extremely professional
from booking to setting uo and on the night. We had an amazing wedding.
Date/Time of Message: 09/08/2017 12:19
Submitted by: Anonymous
Message:
Very impressive
Date/Time of Message: 09/08/2017 12:23
Submitted by: Anonymous
Message:
Inspired Party were fantastic! Matt and Lianne are the perfect duo for turning any wedding into a beautiful party. Wouldn't hesitate to recommend to
anyone looking for Dj services! Their set ups are unique and beautiful. Thankyou for making our day so special.
Date/Time of Message: 09/08/2017 12:39
Submitted by: Emma Edwards (Blunden)
Message:
Inspired Party were amazing at our wedding - I literally found them on the internet and they delivered just what their website said they would! Awesome
couple. Thank you Lianne and Matt !
Date/Time of Message: 09/08/2017 13:31
Submitted by: Karen Bowen (Reed)
Message:
Fantastic experience all around, they helped make the day really special
Date/Time of Message: 09/08/2017 13:56
Submitted by:

David Mann
Message:
They gave us such a great service from start to finish! We had our hearts set on a band but could not afford it and were worried about having a 'cheesy
disco'. Communication was great, we emailed and met with them several times as we also had dance lessons from them (they are great teachers!). They
asked for a playlist which they chose songs from and then picked the rest for themselves with our tastes in mind. We had a really great night and our guests
were dancing and singing to every song!
Date/Time of Message: 10/08/2017 07:03
Submitted by: Portia Spear (Minshull)
Message:
Thank you so much Matt and Lianne at inspired party for providing a fantastic service for our wedding day! The DJ set was brilliant and music played was
perfect and got everyone on the dance floor! The decorations and lighting looked gorgeous - we've had lots of compliments on them. Excellent service and
communication from day one all for a very reasonable price. Highly recommended thank you both very much! Elaine & Andrew X
Date/Time of Message: 10/08/2017 15:40
Submitted by: Elaine Kay (Buckingham)
Message:
Inspired party helped make our wedding perfect. I'm very fussy when it comes to music, and had very high expectations for the disco, but they were
exceeded. Music was played during our wedding breakfast which I constantly kept noticing and enjoying, and was complimented on by several guests, and
at one point even got the inlaws singing along. The evening disco was perfect, from our first dance right through to the end of the night, I must have
danced for 3 hours straight to not miss anything.
Date/Time of Message: 12/08/2017 22:33
Submitted by: Chris Spear

Message:
Lianne and Matt are utmost professionals; amazing communication, the most beautiful set up and they explained all of the things they offer, beautifully.
Lots of small, extra touches such as our names in lights, the up lighting and using our theme to decorate their booth. Matt also mixed our first dance made
of 5-tracks which was perfect. They really got the feel of us at consultation and were thorough which meant the music on the day was perfect. Honestly
couldn't have asked for better.
Date/Time of Message: 21/08/2017 12:21
Submitted by: Claire Dickinson (James)
Message:
Lianne and Matt are a fantastic team. Lianne dealt with all of the coordination meetings for our wedding. We live in the Caribbean so this meant skype
appointments, emails, and very little face-to-face time. On the day, they were punctual, smartly dressed, and knew exactly what needed to happen. They
were also our 'master of ceremony' and handled every moment perfectly! We had a fantastic party, because they were such a smooth operation from start to
finish! No one wanted to go home!
Date/Time of Message: 24/08/2017 19:39
Submitted by: Donna de Villiers
Message:
I honestly don't think we could have got married without Mat and Lianne. So much more than a dj. They were there for us when things seemed to just keep
going wrong. They always had a smile and a plan. Nothing was too much trouble. We had the dj, bar and dance lessons but if we did it all over again we
would go to Mat and Lianne from the very beginning. Everything they supplied was above and beyond and everyone they recommended was the same. We
couldn't have done it without you guys.
Date/Time of Message: 05/09/2017 09:57
Submitted by: Louise Jewell (Blake)
Message:
We looked for a DJ that understood our music tastes & wanted to include all our guests and asked them to provide their musical choices, Matt did an
absolute amazing, seamless job of playing this wide and varied, eclectic mix of tunes. We had an absolute ball & their was always dancing and Matt could
read our little crowd perfectly to keep the buzz flowing. The lighting was perfect and personalised, which we loved & the desk was beautiful and
complimented our theme perfectly.
Date/Time of Message: 14/09/2017 18:47
Submitted by: Samantha Mason (Fidler)

Message:
Lianne and Matt were amazing with all the preparation and meetings/communication before the wedding. On the day, the DJ didn't have all the tunes
requested but otherwise was fantastic. Really really happy with how the party went.
Date/Time of Message: 19/09/2017 19:49
Submitted by: Helen Barlow (Hartshorne)
Message:
Excellent service and a lovely man Took the time to introduce himself We all had a fantastic night
Date/Time of Message: 29/09/2017 16:47
Submitted by: Rebecca Edwards (May)
Message:
We live in the U.S., so much of our planning took place via the internet. We were taking a lot on faith, but Matt and Lianne were very reassuring and
communicative. On the day, setup was quick and clean. Matt indulged a bit of choreography on our first dance, getting the whole party out on the floor by
the end of it, where he then proceeded to deliver a truly epic 5-hour non-stop boogie-fest that we wanted so badly. 10/10. Cannot recommend highly
enough.
Date/Time of Message: 13/10/2017 17:00
Submitted by: Richard Abercrombie
Message:
Brilliant service and communication before the wedding, excellent variety of packages and extremely good value for money. Lianne was approachable and
professional. Matt was a great dj and really got our taste of music.
Date/Time of Message: 20/10/2017 12:30
Submitted by: Zoe Leonti-Woods (Fisentzou-Haji-Leonti)

Why did you book?
Message:
For the beach theme inspired DJ stand and the added extras, plus they were competitively priced and also great reviews from previous customers.
Date/Time of Message: 09/08/2017 12:19
Submitted by:

Anonymous
Message:
Like the fact that they work with you on songs to be played!
Date/Time of Message: 09/08/2017 12:23
Submitted by: Anonymous
Message:
We met them at a wedding fair and the set up caught our eye. After speaking with Matt we knew they also had the music collection we were after and he
definitely delivered on the night.
Date/Time of Message: 09/08/2017 12:39
Submitted by: Emma Edwards (Blunden)
Message:
Because their website guaranteed a sophisticated service and both Lianne and Matt delivered this from day one!
Date/Time of Message: 09/08/2017 13:31
Submitted by: Karen Bowen (Reed)
Message:
Evening entertainment and I like their personal touch
Date/Time of Message: 09/08/2017 13:56
Submitted by: David Mann
Message:
We met them at the Big Sheep Wedding Fair and they were very approachable. Their set up looked beautiful and we were able to talk to them about our
fears of a cheesy disco and they told us how the night would go and how the music would be picked (with our input and tastes in mind). Before we found
them we were thinking the only way we would get our music played was if we made our own sound track and played that, which would have been a
disaster! They also had a lovely choice of themes to dress the dance floor rather than just disco lights and smoke machines. We booked them the day after
meeting them and are so glad we did.
Date/Time of Message: 10/08/2017 07:03
Submitted by: Portia Spear (Minshull)

Message:
Inspired party booked because: Unique and trendy accessories and vibe Excellent value for money and service all round
Date/Time of Message: 10/08/2017 15:40
Submitted by: Elaine Kay (Buckingham)
Message:
Upon meeting Lianne and Matt we decided they seemed to really know their stuff, and would provide a service different than the usual cheesy wedding
DJs. They were always professional and incredibly accomodating to our music preferences. They also gave us lessons for our first dance, and having a DJ
that new exactly what was happening was a big plus. The dance lessons themselves were also fantastic, and really helped make our wedding day so much
more special.
Date/Time of Message: 12/08/2017 22:33
Submitted by: Chris Spear
Message:
We met Lianne and Matt at a wedding fair and booked them a few weeks later. They have a calming presence and really know what they are talking about:
when we looked them up, their reviews were fantastic. Communication was wonderful as were the packages they offer - amazing value for money.
Date/Time of Message: 21/08/2017 12:21
Submitted by: Claire Dickinson (James)
Message:
Lianne was our first port of call, and from the very beginning she was wonderful to deal with. She was honest, helped us with her wealth of experience,
and really made us feel like nothing was too much for her and Matt. They really are a dynamic team, and a smooth operation and know how to pull off a
great party! Out of all the suppliers we spoke with, they came across the best in the emails, were quick to find solutions, and really give it there all. I would
use them again in a heart beat!
Date/Time of Message: 24/08/2017 19:39
Submitted by: Donna de Villiers
Message:
We were using a couple of different companies near the venue and they kept messing us around and hiking the prices up whenever they felt like it. I ended
up 10 months before the wedding without a bar or a dj. I actually saw a picture of the rustic dj stand on Pinterest and followed the link back to their site. It
was better than any I had seen and when I got in touch I had a detailed reply within hours. There was no hard selling just a lovely lady trying to give us as
much help and support as she could. They were open about how they priced everything - which the other companies were so cagey about - and were good

value with everything they supplied. It felt as if an old friend or a relative was organising our day and we could just relax and trust them to sort everything
out. I only wish we had found them sooner.
Date/Time of Message: 05/09/2017 09:57
Submitted by: Louise Jewell (Blake)
Message:
The communication was excellent following our initial enquiry. We wanted something bespoke and personal and we got this with Matt & Lianne, we
couldn't be more happy with them & are so pleased we found and booked them...they are professional and listened to our requests and provided what we
wanted for our special day.
Date/Time of Message: 14/09/2017 18:47
Submitted by: Samantha Mason (Fidler)
Message:
Great package, great service, loved Lianne and Matt
Date/Time of Message: 19/09/2017 19:49
Submitted by: Helen Barlow (Hartshorne)
Message:
From looking at Facebook page and recommendations
Date/Time of Message: 29/09/2017 16:47
Submitted by: Rebecca Edwards (May)
Message:
The fact that they were regional finalists for the 2017 Wedding Industry Awards put them among an elite few choices. Their website did a great job of
showcasing what the Inspired Party setup would look like and reviews (along with costs) were stellar. The bespoke aspect was also crucial, as we were
mixing many expectations and traveling cross-culturally (as well as trans-Atlantically) for our wedding. They were warm and friendly and delivered on
everything we wanted with style.
Date/Time of Message: 13/10/2017 17:00
Submitted by: Richard Abercrombie
Message:
Friendly approach at Staunton sands wedding fayre easy to talk to and great options for the wedding.
Date/Time of Message:

20/10/2017 12:30
Submitted by: Zoe Leonti-Woods (Fisentzou-Haji-Leonti)

